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Welcome to the third quarterly newsletter of 2024 from Fairfax Software! We are

excited to share the latest updates and advancements with you, including several

new and groundbreaking developments.

 

Fairfax Software Celebrates 30 Years of

Excellence!

Fairfax Software proudly celebrates 30 years of
excellence in delivering intelligent financial
transaction processing solutions. Since our
inception, we have been dedicated to providing
cutting-edge technology and unparalleled service
to government agencies and Fortune 500
companies. Our innovative solutions have
consistently set the industry standard, enabling
accurate payment processing, enhanced
efficiency, and enterprise financial management.
As we mark this significant milestone, we reaffirm
our commitment to innovation and excellence,
continuing to empower our clients with state-of-
the-art solutions that redefine financial
transaction processing.

 
Revolutionizing Intelligent
Financial Transaction Efficiency:
The Powerful Integration of AI and
RPA with:

Quick Modules + AI

In the constant advancement landscape of
artificial intelligence in the workplace,
businesses are continuously looking for
innovative solutions to streamline their
financial processing operations, reduce
costs, and enhance overall efficiency. Quick
Modules + AI stands as the premiere
solution, seamlessly integrating intelligent
document processing and process
automation into a single enterprise
platform. This powerful amalgamation
leverages artificial intelligence (AI) to
accurately identify and classify diverse
inbound digital and paper content.
Moreover, Quick Modules + AI
transcends traditional document processing
by incorporating Robotic Process
Automation (RPA), offering a dynamic
solution that excels in executing repetitive
and mundane tasks, which frees up your
workforce for more important tasks.

 
 

"Delete Log Tracker" is now
available as a standard offering
of our flagship solution,
Quick Modules.

Is it important to track deleted pages
(images) from your workflow for visibility
and auditability of physical paper? 

If so, Fairfax Software has added Delete Log
Tracking.

Delete Log Tracking provides a new
functionality in Quick Modules that records
deleted pages/transactions/batches to
provide tracking on paper documents that
are deleted from a workflow. Delete Log
Tracking provides the ability to track deleted
pages that are handled physically when
pulled from the digital workflow. In support
of this new feature, Quick Modules has
added an extension to the current workflow
to support the tracking of deleted pages.
With Delete Log Tracking, Quick Modules
provides Quick Deletion Tracker to provide a
monitor to manage and resolve the status of
transactions or batches with deleted
pages. Quick Deletion Tracker, a new
monitor, provides the needed visibility,
manageability, and auditability for physical
pages deleted from its original [digital]

Indiana Department
of Revenue visits
Fairfax Software
Headquarters in
Tampa, Florida.

We recently hosted
representatives from the
Indiana Department of
Revenue (INDOR) at our
Tampa, Florida
headquarters, and we’re
delighted to share that their
visit was exceptionally
positive. Their expressed
satisfaction underscores our
team's commitment to
delivering outstanding
customer service and
fostering collaborative
partnerships.
 
Our longstanding
relationship with INDOR,
spanning a decade,
exemplifies our dedication
to excellence and mutual
success. We are deeply
appreciative of their
recognition of our
teamwork and efforts.
 
As we move forward, we
remain steadfast in our
commitment to nurturing
and strengthening this
valuable partnership. We
are excited about the
opportunities ahead and
look forward to further
enhancing our relationship
with INDOR.

Attending
Conferences

SEATA
JULY 14-17

LOUISVILLE, KY

FTA TECHNOLOGY
AUGUST 4-7

MILWAUKEE, WI

NESTOA
AUGUST 20-23
BOSTON, MA

MSATA
SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER 2

ST. LOIUIS, MO

ITC VEGAS
OCTOBER 15-17
LAS VEGAS, NV

WSATA
OCTOBER 27-30

PALM SPRINGS, CA
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workflow.  

When a page, transaction or batch is deleted
in Quick Review, Delete Log Tracking will
automatically create an additional work
object (WOB) to provide a facility to manage
the offline process with physical paper.
Through Quick Deletion Tracker, operations
can search for deleted work by selecting a
queue and then manage work objects
needing attention. In Delete Log Tracker
administrators can update the page status to
resolved and provide an optional
explanation for further documentation.

 
Embrace the Future with Fairfax Software's Cloud Hosting

In today’s ever-changing business environment, the ability to adapt and scale
quickly is essential. We're excited to announce that Fairfax Software offers
cloud hosting for our comprehensive suite of solutions. By leveraging our cloud
hosting services, you can unlock numerous benefits that drive efficiency,
security, and scalability for your organization.

Benefits of Cloud Hosting:
1. Enhanced Security
2. Unmatched Scalability
3. Comprehensive Support
4. Cost Efficiency
5. Seamless Integration

At Fairfax Software, we are committed to providing innovative and reliable
solutions that drive your business forward. Our cloud hosting services are
backed by industry-leading technology and a dedicated team of professionals
who are ready to support you every step of the way.
Don’t let infrastructure constraints hold you back. Embrace the future with
Fairfax Software’s cloud hosting solutions and experience the benefits of
enhanced security, unmatched scalability, and comprehensive support.

Fairfax Software Case Studies

A premiere intelligent financial transaction processing solution is the cornerstone of

any successful government agency or Fortune 500 company. As a forefront leader in

intelligent financial transaction processing solutions, Fairfax Software allows you to

accept universal payments using state-of-the-art methods.

Let's peek at how our solutions have made a difference for some of our clients:

Dive Deeper Dive Deeper

Featured Blog: Streamlining Donations Processing with Quick Modules:

A Seamless Solution for Organizations

In today’s fast-paced world, where every second
counts, efficient management of donations is
paramount for organizations, both big and small.
Whether it’s a local charity, a non-profit
organization, or a global foundation, the ability to
swiftly capture, manage, and process donations can
make all the difference in achieving their mission.
This is where our award-winning, flagship
solution Quick Modules steps in, offering an
automated solution designed to streamline the entire
donations processing workflow.

Read More

Level up your financial transaction processing today!

Let's Get Social!
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